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Abstract
This paper summarizes over a decade of research on
natural language dialogue with robotic agents, and
their required underlying knowledge representation and
reasoning abilities. The major features that characterize robots as spoken dialogue partners with humans,
are: 1) the robot and human share a perceptual eld
containing objects they can both point to and manipulate; 2) robots are actors as well as speakers and hearers.

Introduction
Spoken natural language is the medium of the future
for human interaction with machines, because it is the
easiest, most natural modality for people to use. This
is becoming widely evident as speech has become commercially viable for dictation to word processors, input
to telephonic menus, and for command of desktop computers, VCRs, car phones, etc. However, virtually all
current such systems (other than the dictation systems)
use speech as nothing much more than a simple command language. More robust understanding is needed
to make the interaction natural for people, and this depends on the current and future research of the people
who are present at this Symposium, among others.
The major features that characterize robots as spoken dialogue partners with humans, are: 1) the robot
and human share a perceptual eld containing objects
they can both point to and manipulate; 2) robots are
actors as well as speakers and hearers.
The senior author of this paper (Shapiro) has been
involved in research on natural language (including
speech) dialogue with robotic agents, and the necessary underlying knowledge representation and reasoning (KRR) abilities, for over a decade, as part of
the ongoing Cassie projects of NL-competent computational agents (Shapiro & Rapaport 1987; Shapiro 1989;
Shapiro & Rapaport 1991; Shapiro 1998).
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CUBRICON

The CUBRICON project (Neal et al. 1988; 1989a;
1989b; 1998; Neal & Shapiro 1991; 1994), developed
a prototype intelligent multimodal interface between
a human and an air mission planning system. The
computer displays, which comprised the environment
shared between the human user and the interface agent,
consisted of one screen containing various windows
showing maps, and one screen containing textual forms.
On the maps were icons representing places, areas such
as airbases, and objects such as missle batteries. User
input was in the form of typed text, speech, and one
mouse button for pointing. Typed text and speech
could be in a fragment of English. The mouse could be
used to point to windows, maps, map icons, and form
elds. Computer output was in the form of speech,
text, and creation and/or rearrangement of maps and
windows. The interface agent could point by blinking
window frames, blinking icons, drawing circles around
icons, drawing arrows to icons, and drawing arrows
from one icon to another to express spatial relations.
Input streams were merged, and the grammar recognized multi-modal references. For example, the grammar considered a noun phrase to be an appropriate
string of words (as usual) possibly augmented by initial,
internal, and/or nal pointing gestures. Multiple noun
pharses in a sentence could each contain their own set of
pointing gestures. Multi-modal noun phrases were interpreted as referring to entities that satis ed the properties mentioned in the linguistic portion of the noun
phrase, while being represented by icons in the vicinity of the pointing gesture. The linguistic portion of
the input was used to disambiguate whether the mouse
pointing was to a map icon, the map on which the icon
was, or the window containing the map.
Output pointing gestures were timed to occur just
before, during, or just after the linguistic part of the
noun phrase they were a part of. Multiple output noun
phrases could each contain their own set of pointing
gestures.
This work made it clear that referring expressions
using a combination of NL and pointing are less ambiguous than either one alone. This lesson is directly
applicable to natural communication systems between

humans and practical robots.

Discussing and Using Plans

A project on \Discussing and Using Plans" (Kumar,
Ali, & Shapiro 1988; Shapiro et al. 1989; 1990;
Shapiro, Kumar, & Ali 1990) involved the development of KRR techniques for representing acts and plans
so that they could be discussed in NL and reasoned
about, as well as performed. This project culminated
in the SNeRE BDI model (Kumar 1990; 1993; 1996;
Kumar & Meeden 1998; Kumar & Shapiro 1991; 1993;
1994a; 1994b) that allows for reasoning in the service of
acting, and acting in the service of reasoning, as well as
performing, discussing, and reasoning about acts and
plans. A simulated blocks-world robot developed during this project could understand NL explanations of
how to perform blocks-world activities, and then reason about and discuss the instructions, and also behave
according to them. For example, the following is an
extract of the instructions the blocks-world robot could
understand and follow.
There is a table. The table is a support. Blocks
are supports. Before picking up a block the block
must be clear. Before putting a block on a support
the support must be clear. After putting a block
on another block the latter block is not clear. If a
block is on a support then a plan to achieve that
the support is clear is to pick up the block and then
put the block on the table. A plan to pile a block
on another block on a third block is to put the third
block on the table and then put the second block on
the third block and then put the rst block on the
second block.
Natural communication with practical robots will
have to include this ability for the human to explain
to the robot what the robot is to do.

GLAIR

The GLAIR (Grounded Layered Architecture with
Integrated Reasoning) agent architecture (Hexmoor,
Lammens, & Shapiro 1993; Hexmoor et al. 1993;
Lammens, Hexmoor, & Shapiro 1995; Hexmoor 1995;
Hexmoor & Shapiro 1997) has been developed for
robots and other agents that use NL and various sensors and e ectors. GLAIR is a three-level architecture
consisting of:
The Knowledge Level (KL): the location of symbolic \conscious" reasoning, implemented by the
SNePS Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
system (Shapiro & Rapaport 1992; Shapiro & The
SNePS Implementation Group 1999), in which terms
of the SNePS logical language represent the mental
entities conceived of and reasoned about by Cassie,
the robotic agent;
The Perceptuo-Motor Level (PML): the location
of routine behaviors that can be carried out without

thinking about each step, and of the data objects that
these behaviors operate on;
The Sensori-Actuator Level (SAL): the location
of control of individual sensors and e ectors.
A major theme of GLAIR is the alignment (a variety
of symbol-grounding) of KRR terms denoting objects
and acts with their corresponding sensory/e ector representations to tighten the cross-modal correlation of
language, sensing, and acting. KRR object-denoting or
category-denoting terms are aligned with symbols, constituting descriptions, that the vision system (real or
simulated) can use to locate the corresponding objects
in the (real or simulated) world. Also these symbols,
passed up from the SAL to the PML, can be used to
recognize the KR terms that denote entities with those
descriptions. KRR action-denoting terms are aligned
with PML behaviors that carry out the actions.

FEVAHR

The FEVAHR project (Shapiro 1998) uses the
GLAIR architecture to have Cassie play the role of
a \Foveal Extra-Vehicular Activity Helper-Retriever
(FEVAHR)." Cassie, the FEVAHR, was implemented
on a commercial Nomad robot, including sonar,
bumpers, and wheels, enhanced with a foveal vision
system consisting of a pair of cameras with associated hardware and software. There have also been several software simulatated versions of the FEVAHR. FEVAHR/Cassie operates in a 17  17 room containing:
Cassie; Stu, a human supervisor; Bill, another human;
a green robot; and three indistinguishable red robots.
Cassie is always talking to either Stu or Bill|taking
statements, questions, and commands from that person
(all expressed in a fragment of English), and responding and reporting to that person in English. Cassie can
be told, by the person addressing her, to talk to the
other person, or to nd, look at, go to, or follow any
of the people or robots in the room. Cassie can also
engage in conversations on a limited number of other
topics in a fragment of English, similar to some of the
conversations in (Shapiro 1989).
FEVAHR/Cassie is able to understand and use deictic terms including \I," \you," \come," and \go," by
maintaining a representation of itself, and a belief about
whom it is conversing with. It maintains a concept of
personal time, including a NOW pointer which is updated whenever it acts, and which is used to determine
the tense and aspect of sentences it utters to report
on its current and past actions. A summary of FEVAHR/Cassie's use of deixis is,
 Cassie's interpretation of \here" and \I" depend on
who is talking to her.
 Cassie addresses whomever she is talking to as \you".
 Cassie understands that when Stu or Bill use \you"
they mean her, and she has beliefs about herself
which she expresses using \I".
0

0

 Cassie uses present tense when reporting her current

actions, but past tense to report past actions, even
though those actions were reported in the present
tense while they were occurring.
 The interpretation of indexicals is done by the analysis grammar; the generation of indexicals is done
by the generation grammar; the KR representation
remains the same.
Below is a transcript of an interaction with FEVAHR/Cassie. When it begins, Cassie is looking at
and talking to Stu, but not near him. Stu's and Bill's
utterances are in italics. Cassie's utterances are in
typewriter font.
Come here.
I came to you, Stu.
I am near you.

The green robot is Robbie.

I understand that Robbie is the green
robot.

Go to the green robot.

I
I
I
I

found Robbie.
am looking at Robbie.
went to Robbie.
am near Robbie.

Talk to Bill.

I am talking to you, Bill.

Come here.

I
I
I
I

found you.
am looking at you.
came to you.
am near you.

Where were you?

I was near Stu
and I was near Robbie
and I am near you.

Who have you talked to?

I talked to Stu
and I am talking to you.

You are smart.

I understand that I am smart.

The software simulated versions of FEVAHR/Cassie
can understand NPs with associated pointing gestures,
although not in as sophisticated a fashion as CUBRICON. The vision folks never implemented gaze control
for pointer-following in the hardware version.

UXO Remediation

The UXO Remediation project (Ismail & Shapiro 2000)
is a modi cation of the FEVAHR robot to implement

NL-competent robots that clean up unexploded ordnance (UXO remediation). This Cassie has only existed
as a software simulation. The UXO-clearing-Cassie exists in an area consisting of four zones: a safe zone; an
operating zone that possibly contains UXOs; a drop-o
zone; and a recharging zone. The UXO-clearing-Cassie
contains a battery that discharges as she operates, and
must be recharged in the recharge zone as soon as it
reaches a low enough level. She may carry charges to
use to blow up UXOs. Her task is to search the operating zone for a UXO, and either blow it up by placing a
charge on it, and then going to a safe place to wait for
the explosion, or pick up the UXO, take it to the dropo zone, and leave it there. The UXO-clearing-Cassie
has to interrupt what she is doing whenever the battery
goes low, and any of her actions might fail. (She might
drop a UXO she is trying to pick up.) She takes direction from a human operator in a fragment of English,
and responds and reports to that operator. There is a
large overlap in the grammars of FEVAHR/Cassie and
the UXO-clearing-Cassie.
There are two main active areas of research using the
UXO-clearing-Cassie:
1. One area involves issues of the representation of and
reasoning about NOW by a reasoning, acting, natural
language competent agent. We have been working
on solutions of two problems in this area (Ismail &
Shapiro 2000):
(a) The problem of \the unmentionable now" results
from the inability to refer to future values of the
variable NOW. Since NOW can only refer to the
current time of an assertion or action (mirroring
the behavior of the English \now"), one cannot
use it in the KRR object language to refer to the
future. Such reference to future now's is important
for specifying conditional acts and acting rules.
Our solution is to eliminate any reference to those
times in the object language, but to modify the
forward and backward chaining procedures so that
they insert the appropriate values of NOW at the
time of performing a conditional act or using an
acting rule.
(b) The problem of \the eeting now" emerges when,
in the course of reasoning about (the value of)
NOW, the reasoning process itself results in NOW
changing. Our solution is based on realizing that,
at any point, the value of NOW is not a single
term, but rather a stack of terms. Each term in
the stack corresponds to the agent's notion of the
current time at a certain level of granularity, with
granularity growing coarser towards the bottom of
the stack. Temporal progression and granularity
shifts are modeled by various stack operations.
2. A second area of current research concerns understanding NPs whose referents can only be determined
after sensory and other actions. (See also (Haas
1995).) In some cases, the referent is an entity the
robot can recognize, such as when FEVAHR/Cassie

is told
Go to a person.
In some cases, even though the referent looks like a
previously encountered entity, it is new, as when the
UXO-clearing-Cassie is told
Find a UXO.
In other cases, the referent may be completely new,
such as
Clean up the eld from the tree over there to the
creek that's just beyond that hill.

Conclusions

Spoken natural language is the medium of the future
for human interaction with practical robots. However,
more research is needed on robust understanding to
make the interaction natural. The major features that
characterize robots as spoken dialogue partners with
humans, are: 1) the robot and human share a perceptual eld containing objects they can both point to and
manipulate; 2) robots are actors as well as speakers
and hearers. Naturally communicating practical robots
must include: the ability to understand and use language combined with pointing gestures; the ability to
understand instructions given in natural language, and
then to behave according to those instructions; the correlation of language, reasoning, sensing, and acting, and
the terms and symbols used by those modalities; the
ability to report on what they are doing, and to remember and report on what they have done; a personal
sense of time, and a correct use of temporal references;
the ability to use and understand language referring to
the not-here and the not-now, as well as to the here and
now.
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